Octagons have enduring appeal because their domain operations are simple, readily mapping to for-loops which apply max, min and sum to the entries of a Difference Bound Matrix (DBM). In the quest for efficiency, arithmetic is often realised with double-precision floatingpoint, albeit at the cost of the certainty provided by arbitrary-precision rationals. In this paper we show how Compact DBMs (CoDBMs), which has recently been proposed as a memory refinement for DBMs, enable arithmetic calculation to be short-circuited in various domain operations. We also show how comparisons can be avoided by changing the tables which underpin CoDBMs. From the perspective of implementation, the optimisations are attractive because they too are conceptually simple, following the ethos of Octagons. Yet they halve the running time on rationals, putting CoDBMs on rationals on a par with DBMs on doubles.
Introduction
The dominating arithmetic operations for Difference Bound Matrices (DBMs) are addition and comparison. The speed of these operations for double-precision floating-point arithmetic is comparable with that of long integer arithmetic for modern 64-bit desktop processors, hence the trend to work with floating-point rather than idealised arithmetic, even though the latter is arguably more attractive for verification. The problem is not just one of speed: arbitrary-precision rational numbers, as supported by the GNU multiple precision (GMP) library, require at least 24 bytes to store each entry of a DBM, whereas an IEEE 754-1983 double occupies exactly 8 bytes.
Recent progress has been made on reducing space requirements by observing the DBM entries are frequently repeated [7] . This leads to a factored representation for a DBM [7] in which the entries in the matrix are identifiers for the rationals rather than the rationals themselves. The idea is to interpret matrix entries using a table which maps each identifier to its corresponding rational; a second table is used for searching for the (unique) identifier for a given rational. The first table is used for reading a matrix and the second is used for writing to a matrix; both tables are shared across all matrices. Since the number of distinct rationals occurring as DBM entries is small, typically thousands over the lifetime of a long-running static analysis, the identifiers can be represented as 16-bit integers. This reduces the space consumption of a matrix, even with the overhead of the two additional tables. The resulting alternative representation for a DBM been dubbed a Compact DBM (CoDBM) [7] . The net reduction in space over DBMs, which derives from each rational now being represented exactly once, improves cache behaviour. It also saves repeatedly initialising memory for storing the rationals, an auxiliary operation which matches the frequency of the addition and comparison. For long-running analyses, CoDBMs reduce memory consumption by approximately 30% and improve running-time by approximately 40%, by virtue of the reduction in memory initialisation and improved locality [7] . This paper focuses on the computational, rather than the space-saving aspects of CoDBMs. Our first contribution is in optimising a write to a CoDBM. A CoDBM employs an ordered table (the second table) which maps each rational encountered thus far during analysis to its unique identifier. Whenever an entry is to be written, the table is searched (using the binary search) for a rational and its corresponding identifier. We show how hashing and linear probing, can avoid the repeated comparisons made by binary search and avoid the need to maintain an ordered table. We report that the number of resulting comparisons is indeed small and report a compensate speedup and improved cache behaviour.
Our second contribution relates to join, which is one of the domain operations that occurs with high frequency. Join is computed pairwise on the entries of two DBMs, and likewise for CoDBMs, by comparing each entry point-wise and taking the maximum. Point-wise join can be simplified by checking if the two identifiers align, or if one matches the special identifier which is reserved for infinity. Both operations can be implemented in a lightweight manner using CoDBMs, thus avoiding expensive number comparison operations. These refinements constitute our second contribution.
Our third contribution exploits the infinity identifier in another domain operation: closure. Closure reduces to a sequence of addition and maximum calculations, the results of which will be infinity if either of their arguments are infinity. Thus, if an entry of the CoDBM feeds an addition, and that entry is the infinity identifier, the result of the addition is infinity, irrespective of its other argument. Likewise for maximum. A lightweight check can be introduced to detect when the inner loop of the closure calculation can be by-passed. An analogous refinement carries over to incremental closure [9, 21] . These refinements make up the third contribution.
Cumulatively, these refinements close the performance gap between doubles and rationals for octagons, from which we conclude that the role of rationals needs to be reevaluated. The paper feeds into the growing body of work [2, 3, 7, 14, 23, 25, 26] on how best to realise octagons on stock architectures.
Background
An octagonal constraint [1, 20, 21] is a two-variable inequality of the syntactic form x i´xj ď c, x i`xj ď c or´x i´xj ď c where c is a constant, and x i and x j are drawn from a finite set of variables tx 0 , . . . , x n´1 u. This class includes unary inequalities x i`xi ď c and´x i´xi ď c which express interval constraints. An octagon is a set of points satisfying a system of octagonal constraints. The octagon domain is the set of all octagons defined over a given set of variables.
DBMs
Implementations of the octagon domain reuse machinery developed for solving difference constraints of the form x i´xj ď c. An octagonal constraint over tx 0 , . . . , x n´1 u can be translated [21] to a difference constraint over an augmented set of variables tx 1 0 , . . . , x 1 2n´1 u, which are interpreted by x 1 2i " x i and x 1 2i`1 " x i . The translation proceeds as follows:
A difference bound matrix (DBM) [10, 19] (denoted m), which is a square matrix of dimension nˆn, is commonly used to represent a systems of n 2 (syntactically irredundant [18] ) difference constraints over n variables. The entry m i,j represents the constant c of the inequality x i´xj ď c where i, j P r0, nq. Since an octagonal constraint system over n variables translates to a difference constraint system over 2n variables, a DBM representing an octagon has dimension 2nˆ2n. Figure 1 illustrates how an octagon translates to a system of differences. The entries of the DBM correspond to the constants in the difference constraints. Note how differences which are (syntactically) absent from the system lead to entries which take a symbolic value of 8. Observe too how the DBM can be viewed as an adjacency matrix for the illustrated graph.
Closure
Closure properties define canonical representations of DBMs, and can decide satisfiability and support operations such as join and projection. Bellman [4] showed that the satisfiability of a difference system can be decided using shortest path algorithms on a graph representing the differences. If the graph contains a negative cycle (a cycle whose edge weights sum to a negative value) then the difference system is unsatisfiable. The same applies for DBMs representing octagons. Closure propagates all the implicit (entailed) constraints in a system, leaving each entry in the DBM with the sharpest possible constraint entailed between the variables. A DBM m of dimension nˆn is said to be closed iff @i.m i,i " 0 for all i P r0, nq and m i,j ď m i,k`mk,j for all i, j, k P r0, nq. The DBM is said to be strongly closed iff additionally @i, j.m i,j ď m i,ī {2`m ,j {2 for all i, j P r0, nq, whereī is i`1 if i is even, and i´1 otherwise. The first property is enjoyed by octagons which are satisfiable, the second corresponds to all binary octagon constraints being propagated, and the third corresponds to all unary constraints being merged into binary constraints. Figure 2 gives a cubic implementation which tightens a DBM to ensure condition 2 and a quadratic pass which enforces condition 3. Condition 1 is checked by merely inspecting the diagonal of the tightened DBM.
Incremental Closure
Minè introduced incremental closure [21] which reestablishes closure once a small number of constraints are added to a closed DBM. This algorithm was subsequently refined [8, 9] to give the quadratic algorithm listed in figure 3, presented both with and without loop-invariant code hoisting. The idea is to determine how each DBM entry m i,j is effected by the addition of a new constraint x 1 a´x 1 b ď d, independent of every other DBM entry. The force of (strong) closure, whether incremental or not, is that it gives a canonical representation for DBMs; it also reduces join to the pointwise max of two closed DBMs, to give the quadratic join operation illustrated in Figure 4 .
Apron
Apron is a widely-used Octagon domain library [15] which is implemented in C, with bindings for C++, Java and OCaml. It supports various number systems. Numbers are represented by a type bound t, which, depending on compile-time options, will select a specific header file with a specific concrete implementation
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for i P t0, . . . , 2n´1u do 5: of numbers extended with symbolic values of´8 and`8. Every bound t object is initialised via a call to bound init, which in the case of GMP rationals will call a malloc function. Numbers of type bound t cannot be assigned directly, but instead are assigned via function calls such as bound set.
DBMs are stored by taking advantage of coherence [21] , which can be assumed without loss of generality. A DBM m is said to be coherent if m i,j " m ,ī for all i, j P r0, nq. Coherence allows a half-matrix to be represented which, in turn, can then be packed into a (linear) array of bound t objects as follows: If i ě j or i " then the entry at pi, jq in the DBM is stored at index j`ti 2 {2u in the array. Otherwise pi, jq is stored at the index location reserved for entry p,īq. A DBM of dimension nˆn then requires an array of size 2npn`1q. 
CoDBMs
Compact DBMs (CoDBMs) [7] redistribute the cost of memory allocation and initialisation, and do so in a way that is sensitive to the relative frequency of DBM reads to DBM writes (the latter being less frequent than the former). CoDBMs are matrices where the entries are identifiers (short integers), rather than numeric values (rationals), and each identifier references a number in a shared number pool, as illustrated in figure 5 . The number pool is abstracted by two functions: values : N Ñ Q and search : Q Ñ N, which are mutual inverses.
The change from DBMs to CoDBMs requires a new API for reading and writing an entry c i,j of a CoDBM c. Reading c i,j amounts to interpreting the index stored in c i,j using values to obtain a value v " valuespc i,j q. Writing a value v to c i,j involves applying a function ℓ " searchpvq to retrieve the identifier ℓ for v and then assigning c i,j to ℓ. The function Search, which is listed in figure 6 , manufactures a unique identifier if v is fresh and extends values and search accordingly. Previous work [7] realised values as an array of rationals and search as an ordered array of rationals, the index of a particular rational defining the identifier. The identifier was found using Bisection search [29] . CoDBMs achieve speedups because they store identifiers which are more compact than rationals (improving locality) and each distinct rational is stored once in the number pool (saving initialisation).
Hashing
The GMP manual [12] alludes to the fact that comparisons on rationals are expensive since p{q ď r{s reduces to sp ď qr if the denominators p and s are positive. Comparison thus involves two multiplications. Moreover, Search is invoked on every write to the CoDBM and each invocation will compute rlog 2 pnqs comparisons in the worst case where n is the number of rationals in number pool. Thus, even if the pool contains just 256 rationals, a write can induce 16 multiprecision multiplications. Moreover, to insert a new rational into an ordered table it is necessary to shuffle along other elements. These costs motivate hashing.
A rational r is hashed by converting it to a double-precision floating point number f , an operation which is supported by GMP. If s is the size of the hash table then a multiplicative hash [17] hpf q is computed by calculating ℓ " rf sp1`?5q{2s mod s with floating-point arithmetic and defining hpf q " ℓ if ℓ ě 0 and hpf q " s´ℓ otherwise. Hashing with the Golden Ratio helps ensure that the hashes are scattered evenly, reducing the chance of collisions [17, Chapter 6.4 ]. If a rational does not exist at entry hpf q then r is inserted at this entry and hpf q is returned by Search. If the entry hpf q is already occupied by a rational r 1 , then an equality check r " r 1 is performed on rationals (which is constant-time by virtue of a canonical representation). If r " r 1 succeeds then hpf q is returned by Search. If r " r 1 fails then linear probing is applied to find the next consecutive (modulo s) identifier ℓ 1 whose entry is empty in the table. The rational r is then inserted at ℓ 1 and ℓ 1 is returned by Search.
Although multiplicative hashes are not renowned for avoiding collisions, it turns out that collisions are incredibly rare simply because the number of distinct rationals is small and thus the occupancy of the table is low.
Optimising Join
DBMs typically contain many symbolic infinity values: a property has sparked an interest in using sparse representations for difference constraints [11] . However, sparse representations complicate the join of octagons [16] , the simplicity of which we want to preserve. Nevertheless, the identifiers employed by CoDBMs enable join to by-pass vacuous DBM entries, without adding any conceptual complexity to join itself. The idea is to merely fix the identifier for symbolic infinity up-front so that infinity can be intercepted with a lightweight check without inspecting the symbolic value itself.
To reflect on the cost of join, consider the implementation of a max operation (setdbmmax) used in join, which assigns c i,j to the maximum of c 1 i,j and c 2 i,j shown in figure 7 . Quite apart from the two multi-precision multiplications used in the comparison which underpins bound max in line 3, line 2 allocates and initialises memory (which we make explicit to highlight a hidden cost). Yet if either c 1 i,j or c 2 i,j is the identifier for infinity, denoted ℓ 8 , then there is no need to perform any comparison between rationals: the entry c i,j can simple be assigned the identifier ℓ 8 . Moreover, if the identifiers c 1 i,j and c 2 i,j align, then again a rational comparison is not needed. In fact, only in exceptional cases do the rationals need to be looked-up at all, which reduces memory pressure. This optimisation can be rolled out for widening which also uses setdbmmax. An analogous optimisation applies for meet, using min instead of max (though meet arises relatively infrequently during analysis).
5 Optimising Closure Figure 8 shows how the identifier ℓ 8 can be likewise trapped to speed up nonincremental and incremental closure. The observation is that if c i,k " ℓ 8 then then sum valuespc i,k q`valuespc k,j q will be infinity irrespective of the identifier stored in c k,j . Moreover, the check c i,k " ℓ 8 is performed on identifiers (integers) rather than rationals, so has neglible overhead, yet it potentially enables the entire inner loop of closure to be short-circuited (see CloseOpt of figure 8).
Incremental closure algorithm can also be optimised (see IncCloseHoistOpt of figure 8) where both the outer and inner loop can be skipped if certain indices match the fixed identifier ℓ 8 . These optimisations will only really benefit closure calculations on large CoDBMs so it is important that the checks are sufficiently lightweight to not overburden closures operating on small CoDBMs.
Experiments
This section compares the performance of CoDBMs over rationals against DBMs over doubles using three abstract interpreters [6, 13, 27] , reporting execution times augmented with memory statistics for the longest running analyses. All statistics were gathered on a Linux machine equipped with 128GB of RAM and dual 2.0GHz Intel Xeon E5-2650 processors. Timings were averaged over five runs using multitime (http://tratt.net/laurie/src/multitime/) and include the time required to perform a complete analysis from parsing source to output. [27] applies abstract interpretation to infer piece-wise ranking functions for verifying termination. It is implemented in OCaml and can analyse simple programs in a C-like language. FuncTion has options for intervals, arbitrary polyhedra and octagons. For octagons, the default setting is Apron DBMs instantiated with rationals, reflecting a focus on verification. Doubles and CoDBMs were supported by changing the build system. The cross marks of the scatter plot compare the running time for Apron DBMs over rationals against the execution time for Apron DBMs over doubles, so as quantify the overhead induced by rationals. The dotted-line has the gradient of one. The triangles illustrate the execution time of CoDBMs over rationals, equipped with the complete set of optimisations, again relative to doubles on DBMs. The top graph illustrates these timing for all benchmarks, whereas the bottom graph zooms in on the cluster of benchmarks around the origin. The proximity of the triangles near to the dotted line suggests that CoDBMs over rationals, when optimised, compare favourably to DBMs over doubles, at least for the benchmarks under test. Figure 10 compares CoDBMs to DBMs using a 
Crab-LLVM: Timings
To compare rationals against doubles with a state-of-the-art [13] interprocedural analysis, Crab-LLVM (https://github.com/seahorn/crab-llvm) was built against Apron and CoDBMs and then applied to the 596 benchmarks of productline SV-COMP series to infer octagonal invariants. This setup also exercised the domain operations from C rather than through OCaml bindings so as to check whether the bindings impacted performance. The large number of benchmarks make a scatter plot infeasible, hence Figure 11 plots 2 the cumulative running time for the first n benchmarks against n itself. These benchmarks divide into the elevator, email, and minepump sub-series of unreachability problems. Each benchmark in each sub-series has a broadly similar execution time, so the cumulative running time approximates a piece-wise linear function. The headline message is that, again, CoDBMs over rationals approach the performance of DBMS over doubles; moreover CoDBMs provide a modest gain on DBMs for doubles when all the optimisations are in place. Interestingly, Crab-LLVM defaults to the Elina library [26] which partitions a DBM on-the-fly into sub-DBMs that do not share variables. It also applies vectorisation. This invited a comparison. Elina did not perform as well as CoDBMs with the join and closure optimisations or even DBMs. Though unexpected, we include these results nevertheless. (It should be stressed that Elina was built exactly as specified, to the same level of optimisation as DBMs and CoDBMs, with the vector flag correctly set for an E5-2650 which supports vectorisation. Elina currently does not provide OCaml bindings otherwise we would have performed further comparisons using FuncTion and Frama-C.)
Frama-C: Timings
With an eye towards longer running analyses, EVA [6] , the abstract interpretation plugin for Frama-C Sulfur, was used for comparing rationals against doubles for DBMs and CoDBMs. EVA is a prototype analyser for C99 which supports Apron but does not provide state-of-the-art optimisations such as automatic variable clustering [14] or access-based localisation [3] . Nevertheless, figure 12 lists the programs used for benchmarking, which represent eight programs from the Frama-C case study repository (https://github.com/Frama-C/ open-source-case-studies) that successfully terminate when the EVA plugin is instantiated with octagons. Figure 13 details the overall execution for DBMs, both for doubles and rationals. Interestingly, teas, mod and bzip are ten-fold slower with rationals than doubles for DBMs. This stems from a high number of DBMs with high dimension so that, cumulatively, the total number of DBMs entries created during analysis for each of these three problems is between 40-and 400-fold the number of DBM entries created for any of the other five problems. The Ids column records the total number of identifiers (distinct DBM entries) used over the lifetime of each analysis. These counts are significantly smaller than the total number of DBM entries over the lifetime of each analysis by typically six orders of magnitude larger. (Shorter running analyses typically have smaller Ids counts.)
The Bisect column records the overall running time when bisection search is used to locate an identifier. Hash gives the runtime when hashing and linear probing is used instead. Join presents the time when hashing is augmented with join (and meet) optimisation. The Close column additions applies the optimisations on both closure and incremental closure. For the longer running problems, Hash significantly improves on Bisect and Join significantly improves on Bisect (which the notable exception of mgmp where it has little effect). Close makes a less significant improvement on Join, but is useful nevertheless.
As a control, the last four columns of the table repeat the experiments but with CoDBMs instantiated with doubles. Since arithmetic is faster on doubles and doubles are compact, it is surprising to see that CoDBMs sometimes outperform DBMs. We surmise that the speedup comes from reduced memory pressure. Figure 14 . Reading an element from a CoDBM incurs an extra layer of indirection compared to a DBM and writing to a CoDBM can incur multiple memory references, so one might expect additional memory references. Yet the number of references reduces uniformally between DBMs and CoDBMs for Bisect and then across the CoDBM optimisations. The number of cache misses reduces even faster, indicating that locality is improved too, hence the decreasing cache miss-rate percentage (Rate). Reassuringly, the number of misses does not increase between Bisect and Hash, even though hashing can map a number to any location in the hash table, whereas bisection will only search the portion of the second table which is actually populated. A single (non-local) read into the hash table (which is the norm as collisions are rare) seems to more than offset the multiple reads incurred by bisection, which become progressively more local as search proceeds. Join gives an order of magnitude reduction in the number of misses because it by-passes accessing numbers in the first table as well as avoiding initialising a temporary variable and then storing the maxima. Cachegrind also records the number of instructions executed, which is a reflected in the Insts column, and is a proxy for work. The reduction in instruction count stands independent of the timings which are ultimately dependent on system behaviour.
Frama-C: Memory Usage

Related Work
The tension between the elegance of octagons and their scalability has motivated a number of imaginative techniques [2, 3, 5, 7, 14, 23, 25, 26] for enhancing octagonal analysis. First, variable clustering was proposed [5, 20, 28] for grouping variables into sets which scope the relationships that are tracked. However, deciding variable groupings is an art, although there has been recent progress made in automating decomposition both before [14] and during [26] analysis.
Second, the domain operations themselves have been refined, notably showing how strengthening (the act of combining pairs of unary octagon constraints to improve binary octagon constraints) need not be applied repeatedly, but instead can be left to a single post-processing step [1] . This led to a significant performance improvement of approximately 20% [1] .
Thirdly, and more recently, there has been a move to curb the size of DBMs using sparse analyses [24] and access-based localisation techniques [3] . Accessbased localisation uses scoping heuristics to adjust the size of the DBM to those variables that can actually be updated [3] . Sparse analyses generalise accessbased localisation techniques, using data dependencies to adjust the size of abstract states propagated to method calls: [24] defines a generic technique to apply sparse techniques to abstract interpretation and combines this with variable packing to scale an octagon-based abstract interpreter for C programs. Accessbased localisation and sparse frameworks (and variable clustering too) are orthogonal to our work, and can take advantage of the techniques introduced in this paper. Sparse matrix representations have been proposed for octagons [16] and differences [11] as an alternative to DBMs, but these representations sit at odds with the simplicity of the original domains algorithms. The desirable property of strong closure [21] (the normal form for octagons) does not hold for a sparse representation, motivating the need to rework domain operations [16] .
Fourthly, there has been a move to better exploit the underlying architecture, either to harness GPUs [2] or advanced vector extensions (AVX) [26] in closure and strengthening (the latter being the first work to comment on the impact of cache misses in domain engineering).
Conclusions
We buck the trend towards instantiating octagons with doubles by showing how CoDBMs, which save space over DBMs, can also save on computation if equipped with simple optimisations. These optimisations enable arithmetic to be shortcircuited in join and closure, and also avoid repeated comparisons by changing the tables which underpin CoDBMs. The net effect is to put rationals on a par with doubles, so as to simultaneously achieve performance and soundness. 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.006 0.006 sas2014b.c 0.029 0.015 0.027 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.02 0.02 0.019 0.017 sas2014c.c 0.012 0.008 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.008 simple.c 0.008 0.004 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005 sink.c 0.008 0.004 0.008 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.004 0.006 0.006 0.004 
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